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CLINICAL APPLICATIONS OF IN VIVO NEUTRON-ACTIVATION ANALYSIS
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With the development of in vivo neutron activation
(IVNAA), a new era in clinical research has begun. IVNAA is the
only technique available for the determination of the elemental
composition of a living organism. Limited ^n vtvo studies of
body composition, however, have been performed with such tech-
niques as isotope dilution, roentgenography, fluoroscopy, photon
absorptiometry, biopsy, and whole body counting. Of these, only
whole body counting provides a direct measure of total body coa-
tent of an element (potassium).

Of the numerous elements comprising the human body, only
those that are highly abundant are readily measured. These ele-
ments are calcium, phosphorus, sodium, chlorine, and nitrogen;
they are now measured routinely by IVNAA. Modifications of the
technique (utilizing different neutron reactions), will make fea-
sible the measurement of oxygen, hydrogen, and possibly magne-
sium. Thus with IVNAA and whole body counting, it is poten-
tially possible to measure nine of the ten most abundant ele-
ments in the human body. The sensitivity of the technique for
a particular element is a function of the energy of the
neutrons, the amount of target, and the cross section of the ele-
ment (a measure of the ability of the element to capture
neutrons).

Clinical applications for neutron activation were
demonstrated first in the early seventies. Foremost among the
early studies were those of body calcium designed for the inves-
tigation of metabolic bone disorders. These studies require
that data be available on the relation of Ca to sex and body
habitus, and also on normal variation of total body calcium with
age. The noninvasive nature of the neutron activation technique
and the low levels of radiation dose employed have made it possi-
ble to establish the baseline data through the study of normal
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subjects. While Che majority of investigations have been made
on Caucasians, some studies have also been carried out with a
black population. The findings indicate that Ca, and K. as well,
are normally found at higher levels in the black population, and
hence, separate norms must be used for this population.

Since 99% of body Ca is stored in skeletal tissue, Ca
studies have provided data valuable for the study of a variety
of conditions in which the mineral metabolism is disturbed.
Both total body neutron activation (TBNAA) (8-11), and partial
body neutron activation (PBNAA) (21-23,25,27,31) have been
employed in studies of bone mass. A considerable number of
studies have focused on osteoporosis, and various therapeutic
regimens for the treatment of this condition have been
evaluated. In addition to studies based on total body irradia-
tion and partial body (truncal) irradiation, bone Ca concentra-
tions have also been determined by peripheral irradiation of the
hand (30).

Truncal PBNAA has been used to study adults with
osteomalacia (23,24), hypophosphatemic rickets (22), and
osteomalacia resulting from anticonvulsant therapy (4). Other
studies have investigated Ca disturbances in patients with renal
osteodystrophy (1,3,6,7,17,26,29,33,35). The measurement of Ca
has also been useful in studying patients with Paget's disease
and with a variety of endocrine dysfunctions: thyroid -ui para-
thyroid disorders, Cushing's syndrome, acromegaly, osteoporosis
in rheumatoid arthritis patients receiving corticosteroid ther-
apy, osteogenesis imperfecta, myotonic dystrophy, thalassemia
and vitamin 0 rickets. Various therapeutic regimens for many of
these conditions have been assessed through their effect on Ca
levels in the body. Skeletal mass has been studied in chronic
alcoholic subjects with and without Laennec's cirrhosis with
TBNAA. Tha effect of lithium carbonate has been investigated
with the use of forearm PBNAA.

Sodium, chlorine, and phosphorus can readily be measured
along with Ca from the spectra obtained. Baseline data have
been obtained for total body sodium and chlorine, with, once
again, the parameters of age, sex, and bcdy habitus (18). So-
dium data have been utilized in studies on hypertension.

Nitrogen and potassium measurements serve as indices of
muscle mass and protein content of the body. In addition to pro-
viding important information on body composition, N studies
yield measurements that are useful in investigations of
nutritional status. Changes in body composition as revealed by
N measurements have been widely studied (2,13,32). Diabetics,
H N ^ " 1 PsCi-ent:s> a n d cancer patients have all been studied.
rPT^ c h e t e c h n i < l u e based on the n,2n reaction and the n,y teac-
fcion have been used.



A potentially serious health problem is the internal accu-
mulation of Cd, which deposits chiefly in the liver and kidney.
It has been suggested that Cd poisoning is the causative factor
in hypertension and emphysema. Partial body prompt gamma neu-
tron activation is currently used for in vivo studies of
internally deposited Cd. Studies have been made of industrial
workers at their plant sites in England (28), Belgium (34), and
the United States (20), with the use of transportable equipment
that makes use of a,n and 252Cf sources. Studies have also been
made of smokers; they show higher levels of internally deposited
Cd than normal non-smoking individuals (19).

In vivo neutron activation has provided investigators with
a most powerful tool for research on body composition. As
mentioned earlier, nuclear rather than chemical reactions are
utilized. Thus, if one is studying nitrogen in the body, it
makes no difference in what chemical combinations the nitrogen
is found. It is thus possible to take a new view of the human
body. The basis for the interpretation is that of a series of
compartments. The compartmental concept is, of course, not a
new one. However, the measurements which underlie compartmental
analysis based on ui vivo neutron activation dc not require the
analysis of a biopsy of bone or a sample of blood. Thus, the
compartments can be considerably more abstract, conceptually.
One cannot hope to separate out all body calcium or nitrogen
by dissection, bat with the activation technique ic is indeed
possible to conceive of body calcium as an entity and to make
meaningful measurements thereof. New possibilities for
modelling the human body have thus become available with these
techniques.

For example, quantitative measurement has been made of
body composition in normal subjects (14) and in patients with
various forms of neoplastic disease (12,16). Total body nitro-
gen is determined with the use of the prompt gamma neutron acti-
vation technique, while total body potassium is measured with
the use of a whole body counter (5). The mass and protein con-
tent of the muscle compartment and the non-muscle lean tissue
are determined by application of the technique of compartmental
analysis (2,13). Total body water, determined simultaneously
with the use of a tritium label, provides a measure of lean lody
mass. From these data, the body fat can be inferred (15).
Baseline data on body composition of age and sex matched individ-
uals which had already been obtained in earlier studies provided
a basis for comparison and evaluation.

The first studies of human subjects by neutron irradiation
were carried out with equipment used for studies in physics. As
the research efforts grew and the number of subjects studied
increased, special facilities were constructed, designed specifi-
cally for use with human beings. In the new facilities, the neu-



tron sources for irradiation were located in proximity to the
measuring equipment. Pulse height analyzer data were frequently
fed directly to high speed computer systems for rapid analysis.

The prospect is for greater application of the neutron ac-
tivation technique. A critical decision is required with re-
spect to the direction of further development. There can be
wide proliferation of lover cost equipment which would, of neces-
sity, be of an accuracy and precision considerably lower than
that of the state of the art equipment used at research centers.
An alternatives to the proliferation of lower cost facilities is
the establishment of regional centers with the best possible
equipment in terms of sensitivity, low dose, access to computer
facilities and technical expertise. The arguments are several.
The equipment could be in use for a large portion of the working
day. The technical personnel would acquire thereby wide experi-
ence and thus a high degree of expertise. It is far less expen-
sive to move the patient to the center than to establish
facilities at a large number of hospitals and research centers.
Such centers could have a variety of sophisticated equipment
available for diagnosis and therapy.

It has also been demonstrated that for certain types of
field studies, such as those conducted with industrial workers,
transportable facilities can provide an outreach arm for re-
search centers. Data of certain types can be taken in the
field, and then the results analysed at the main center in the
usual fashion. In this manner, a large region can be covered
from a single center. It may, indeed, be possible to set up a
new course for distributing the medical benefits of complex tech-
nical systems to a large number of persons.

Sutmarv

In vivo neutron activation has opened a new era of both
clinical diagnosis and therapy evaluation, and investigation
into and modelling of body composition. The techniques are new,
but it is already clear that considerable strides can be made in
increasing accuracy and precision, increasing the number of ele-
ments susceptible to measurement, enhancing uniformity, and
reducing the dose required for the measurement. The work pres-
ently underway will yield significant data on a variety of envi-
ronmental contaminants such as Cd. Compositional studies are
determining the level of vital constituents such as nitrogen and
potassium in both normal subjects and in patients with a variety
of metabolic disorders. Therapeutic programs can be assessed
while in progress. It seems likely that by the end of this cen-
tury there will have been significant progress with this re-
search tool, and exciting insights into both the understanding
of the composition and dynamics of the human organism.
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